
TITLE APPLICATION IT2  
 
The following federation Cuban Chess Federation hereby applies for the title of 
Internationalmaster (2400) to be awarded to:  
 
family name: Ordaz Valdes first name: Lisandra Teresa 

FIDE ID Number: 3506940  date of birth:  
1988/00/00  

place of birth: 
Pinar del Rio 

date necessary rating gained: 2017/11/01 level of highest rating: 2414 

 
Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date 
(see Title Regulations 1.50c for the procedure to be followed in this case).  
Herewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the following norms  
 
1. name of event: TORNEO INTERNACIONAL 
DE AJEDREZ CAPABLANCA GRUPO ABIERTO 
[50094] 

location: Cuba 

dates: 10/06 - 20/06/ 2010 tournament system: Swiss 
average rating of opponents: 2453 total number of games played: 10 
points required: 5 points scored: 6.5 
number of games to be counted: 10 (if not all)  
(after dropping games): points required:  points scored:  
number from host federation: 8 number not from own federation: 2 
number of opponents: total titled 10 GMs 3 IMs 3 FMs 4 WGMs 0 WIMs 0 
WFMs 0rated 9 unrated 0  

 
2. name of event: Panama Chess Open 
[63014] 

location: Cuba 

dates: 03/1 – 07/11/2011 tournament system: Swiss 
average rating of opponents: 2339 total number of games played: 

9 
points required: 6 points scored: 6 
number of games to be counted: 9 (if not all)  
(after dropping games): points required:  points scored:  
number from host federation: 1 number not from own 

federation: 7 
number of opponents: total titled 5 GMs 4 IMs 1 FMs 0 WGMs 0 WIMs 0 WFMs 
0  rated 9 unrated 0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. name of event: XXV GM Carlos Torre Repetto in 
Memoriam Magistral [86284] 

location: Cuba 

dates: 13/12 – 20/12/2013 tournament system:  
Swiss 

average rating of opponents: 2421 total number of games 
played: 9 

points required: 4,5 points scored: 4,5 
number of games to be counted: 8 (if not all)  
(after dropping games): points required:  points scored:  
number from host federation: 3 number not from own 

federation: 3 
number of opponents: total titled 7 GMs 3 IMs 1 FMs 3 WGMs 0 WIMs 0 WFMs 
0  rated 9 unrated 0 

 
 
Total number of games 28 
 
Special comments:  Title 3 - Rule 1.41c : For a 9 round tournament, if a player 
has just 8 games because of a forfeit or Bye, but he has met the correct mix of 
opponents in those games, then if he has a title result in 8 games, it counts as 
an 8 game norm. 
 
Name of Federation official Cuban Chess Federation  
 
Date: 2017/10/25 
 
Signatura:    FT Carlos Rivero González 
   

                                                                                

 


